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Introduction 
Morley introduced the notion of rank to model theory in his fun- 
damenta:', paper [91. He regarded the set of l-types over a structure as 
the Stone space of a certain Boolean algebra, His notion generalized 
the Cantor-Bendixson rank for this topological space. One of his basic 
results was [9: Theorem 2.81 : T is totally transcendental (every point 
is ranked) if and only if for each substnlcture ~1 of each model of T, 
the Stone space associated with 21 has the same cardinality as~i. Shelan 
generalized this result by defining several different ypes of rank [ 12, 
14, 17] and proving equivalences between every point being ranked by 
these definitions and certain conditions on the cardinality of Stone 
spaces, 
Both of these authors and others applied the notion of rank to con- 
struct indiscernibles and prime models, to solve various cases of the 
spectrum probiem, and to attack other problems of model theory [6, 
7, 9, 12, 14-18]. 
This article grew out of a series of lectures by the first author before 
the Michigan-Ohio Logic Seminar in which lie tried to abstract as ax- 
ioms from the various definitions of rank those properties which are 
required in applications. Both authors then attacked the question as 
to what the existence of rank functions atisfying these axioms implied 
about a theory. This led to the isolation of a new class of theories, those 
which are strongly superstable. 
In Section 1, we introduce our notation and give the axioms for rank. 
In Section 2, we investigate necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
existence of rank functions atisfying the various axioms. Section 3 
conforms to the original expository purpose of the lectures by show- 
ing how the axioms (rather than the specific definition of the rank func- 
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tion) can be used to obtain indiscernibles. Section 4 contains a rather 
detailed investigation of strongly superstable theories. We prove several 
theorems showing the close relation between countable strongly super- 
stable theories and totally transce'Mentai ones. In particular, Theorem 
4.17 generalizes to strongly superstable theories one of the crucial lem- 
mas in the proof of the Morley categoricity theorem. In Section 5, we 
give an application of  rank to prove most cases of a theorem of Shelah 
on the existence of saturated models. 
The reader who is interested in an introductory account of rank 
should perhaps read Section 1 and then examine the applications in
Section 3. After considering the existence of rank functions in Sec- 
tion 2 and the first few pages of Section 4 he can proceed to the more 
complicated application in Section 5. 
1. Axioms for rank 
We deal throughout with a complete theory T in a first order lan- 
guage L. By a technique xplained in [9, l 1 ], any theory can be con- 
vetted into a quantifier eliminable (i.e., substructure complete [ l l ] ) 
theory without affecting the properties we will be concerned with, so 
we may, and do, assume thai T is quantifier eliminable. I fX  is a sub- 
set of model 71 of T, we denote by L(X) the language obtained by ad- 
ding to I a name for each element of X. Two formulas, ~0(~) and ~b(~), 
in L(X) are considered to be the same if~ ~V~(~o(~)o ~(~)). (We 
use letters with bars, like ~, to stand for sequences, like %,... ,  u,~_ 1 .) 
Quantifier eliminability implies that this identification does not de- 
pend on the choice of  the model ~1. We write F n (X) for the set of for- 
mulas of L(X) with free variables among o 0 , ..., on_ l (subject o the 
identification described above). By I Ti we mean tile cardinality of 
Un Fn (0); in all other contexts, ISI means the cardinality of S. Note 
that [TI here is less than or equal to the value usually given to tTI (the 
number of symbols in the language of T). This yields minor improve- 
ments in some theorems. In particular we call a theory countable if
ITI = ~0. 
Following Shelah [ 17], we work inside a universal domain ~,  that 
is, a model of T so large and so sattwated that any construction we want 
to perform can be carried out inside it. We assume all models under con- 
sideration are submodels of  ~.~, and we write ~ ~g)  for ~ ~ ~) .  By 
c~ (T) we mean the set of  all subsets of models of  T (that is, sul~sets of 
~).  If A, B ~ c~ (T), a funct ionf :  A --- B is an embedding if, for each 
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n-ary formula ¢ of L and each n-tuple ~ from A with 3':image f(ff) in B, 
¢(ff) if and only if t= elf(if)). An isomorphism is a surjective mbed- 
ding. 
For each A ~- 9((T), we define S(A) to be the set of (complete) 
types over A, that is, maxima! consistent ~with 7") sets of unary for- 
mulas of L(A)(ultrafilters in tile Lindenbaum algebra F I (A)). A sub- 
set of a type over A will be called a partial type over A. The set of those 
partial types over A which are complete types over some subset of A 
will be called S c (A). I fp  is a partial type over A and f : A-~ 3 is an 
embedding, then f(p) is the set of all formulas obtainable from formu- 
las in p by replacing all names of elements of A by the names of their f- 
images. In general, flj~) is a partial type over B: i fp 6 S(A), then 
f (p)  ~ S(f(A)). 
In various articles [5, 1 7, 9], ranks are defined for formulas, partial 
types, and complete types. It will be convenient for us to have ranks 
defined for complete types, but we shall adopt conventions allowing us 
to talk about the rank of a partial type in certain contexts. In Theorem 
1.7, we show how to obtain a rank defined on types from one defined 
on formulas. For the sake of simplicity, we insist that the range of a 
rank function be linearly ordered, although in at least one example [7] 
this  is not the case, 
Definition 1.1. A rant~functiol~ on A ~ ~ (T) is a function 9~ from a 
subset of S c (A) into a linearly ordered set ~¢, 
In many-examples W is a set of ordinals ard we speak of an ordinal 
valued rank functio~ 
I fp  ~ S c (A) is not in the dr, main of OR, we write ORQ~) = ~,, tacitly 
assuming t]iat ~ ~t W. We adopt the convention that w < ¢o for all 
w ~ W so that, for examp!e, OR(p) < ~ is another way of saying that p 
is in the domain of 9~. 
We will discuss rank functions atisfying various combinations of the 
following axioms. A asterisk after the number of an axiom heuristical- 
ly indicates a weakening of the axiom. The reasons for this weakening 
will be detailed in Section 2, 
Axiom 1 (Strong monotonicity), f iB,  C c_ A and f: B -* C is an embed- 
ding and p ~ Sc (B) and f(p) ~ q E Sc (C), then OR(p) >1 °R(q). This ~ 
inequality is to-be interpreted as implying, in particular, that if 
,~(p) < o, then C~(q} < o, also, 
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This axiom is so basic that it might well have been included in the 
definition of a rank function. An immediate consequence of Axiom 1 
is that, if we have embeddings f :  B -~ C and g : C ~ D of subsets of  A and 
if we have types p E Sc (B), q ~ Sc (C), r ~ Sc (D) satis~qng.tip) _c q, 
g(q) C_ r and OR(p) = c~-(r), then c~-~u) = OR(q)-= OR(r). In particular, 
takingf  and g to be inverse isomorphisms, we find: 
Axiom la (lnvariance). I l l ' :  B -~ C is an isomorphism and p c Sc: (B), 
then c~(p)= oR(f(p)). 
Axiom 1 is easily seen to be equivalent to the conjunction of  Axiom 
1 a and 
Axiom lb (Monotonicity). I f p c_ q in Sc (A), then ~(p)  ~ °R(q). 
Convention 1.2. I fp  is a partial type overA and w E W, we write 
qe(p) < w to mean that, for all q ~ Sc (A) such that p c. q, we have 
OR(q) < w. The notations OR(p) < w and OR(p) < ~,, are defined analo- 
gously. 
I fp  happens to be a complete type over a subset of A, then this con- 
vention is consistent with the meaning of  C~(p) < w given by Defini- 
tion 1.1 and the convention following it, provided Axiom 1 b is satis- 
fied. In the absence of  Axiom lb, we will not use Convention 1.2. 
Before stating Axiom 2, we define the notion of indiscernibility 
which appears in one form of the axiom. A collection (b ~ I i ~ I} of 
n-tuples from ~.~ is called indiscernible over a set A ~ q((T) iff, for any 
m ~ co, any S0(~ 1, .... W m ) E Frnn(A), and any two m-tuples (ii ..... ira) 
and (]l ..... ]m ) of distinct elements of  I, 
. . . .  • g , . ) .  1 = ~o(b , ,-, ~p(~s, ..... 
Axio;n 2 (Splitting). Suppose B c_ A, p ~ Sc_(B) and ql and q2 are dis- 
tinc~ complete types over B, each extending p. f f  ~(p)  < ~, then 
C~(q. 1) < OR(p) or OR(q2) < OR(P)- 
Axiom 2* (Uniform splitting). Suppose C ~ A, p ~ S(C), 9~(p) < oo 
and ~(v o, ~) ~ Fn+ 1 (C), Sttppose {-bk I k E ¢o} is an infinite collec- 
tion o f  n-tuples f rom A indiscernible over C and, for  some N ~ to, no 
N o f  the formulas ~(v O, -~k) are simultaneously satisfied in ~£q by an 
element realizing p. Then for some i~ E co, ogQ~ u ~.1 . ~(v0, ~k)}) < ~ (p). 
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Note that, since the statement of Axiom 2* uses Convention 1.2, it 
makes ense only when Axiom 1 b holds. If Axiom I a also holds, it al- 
lows us to strengthen the conclusion of Axiom 2* by changing "some 
k ~ co" to "every k ~ co". 
In conjunction with Axiom 1, these two variants of Axiom 2 will be 
used in Section 3 to construct indiscemibles. Axiom 2 says that no type 
with a rank has two incompatible extensions with the same rank. Axiom 
2* replaces "two" in this formulation by "infinitely many" and re- 
quires the extensions to be uniform (same ~, indiscernible ~k), but it 
weakens the incompatibility condition (for as many as N-  1 of the ex- 
tensions could be compatible). 
Axiom 3. Every p ~ So(A) has a finite subset q such that OR(q) <~ C~(p). 
Again, Axiom 1 b is presupposed so that ,,OR(q) ~< ~(p), ,  makes ense 
by Convention 1,2. 
Let K be an it, finite cardinal. 
Axiom 3* ~: (tile < ~: basis property). For every type p ~ Sc_(A), there 
is a type q ~ p, over a set B ~ A o f  power less than ~, such that OR(q) = 
°a (p ). 
Axiom 3 strictly implies Axiom 3* w and, for ~: < ;k, Axiom 3"~: im- 
plies Axiom 3* ~.. We shall be interested in Axiom 3"~ mainly in the 
cases ~: = to and ~: = I T I+ • Together with Axioin 2, the various forms of 
Axiom 3 imply strong constraints on the theory T; see Theorem 2.3. 
Axiom 4 (Extensio1~). If"B ~ A a~ld B is (the universe of)an elementary 
submodel of~J~.L then, for ever3 p ~ S(B) such that ~(p)  < o~, the,'e ex- 
ists q ~ S(A) such that p L'- q and ejq(p) = ~(q) .  
Notice that, because T is quantifier eliminable, to say that B is an 
elementary submt, del of ~ is the same as to say that it is a submodel of 
satisfying T. Axiom 4 occupies a less central place in the theory than 
the other axioms. In fact, it will be used only once, in the proof of The- 
orem 5. I. It holds for the various ranks defined in the literature, but 
for a different reason in each. case, and it was discovered later than the 
other properties [6, 1 7]. A useful special case of Axiom 4 can be de- 
duced from the other axioms. 
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Theorem 1.3. Any rank function satisfying Axioms 1,2, and 3"~: also 
satisfies the weakened form o f  Ax iom 4 in which B is required to be 
~-satvrated. 
Proof. Let c~ )e a rank function on A satisfying Axioms I, 2, and 3*g, 
let B c_ A be a g-saturated elementary submodel of ~L and let p be a 
type over B with rank C~(p) = w ~ W. By Axiom 3"~:, there is a type 
P0 ~ P, over a set X c B of power less than h:, with ¢R(p o) = w. We 
define the required q ~ S(A) as follows. For any formtda ~p(u o, ~) in 
F 1 (A) (where ~o 0, ~) ~ F m +1 (0)), use the hypothesis that B is ~:-sat- 
urated to find ~ in B realizing the same type over X as ~. Then put 
¢(0 0 ,~) into q if and only if ~o  o, b)E p. This decision, whether 
~(u 0, ~) is to be in q, is independent of the choice of  b. For suppose 
were another choice. The types Pl = P n F 1 (X u ~) and P2 = 
p n F 1 (X o ~') at-e both between P0( = P n F l (X))..and p of  rank w, 
so they also have rank w by Axiom 1. Let f :  X u b -~ X u ~" map 
to ? (in order) and leave X pointwise fixed. This function is well-de- 
fined and an isomorphism because b and ~" realize the same type over 
X. By Axiom 1,ffp 1 ) also has rank w. By Axiom 2, P2 and f(Pl ) must 
be the, same type, for they extend P0, have the same rank as P0, and are 
types over the same set X u b". Therefore, ~,(v 0, b) ~ p life(v0, b) E Pl 
iff~P(v0, f(b)) ~ f (P l  ) = P2 iff  ¢(v o, T)  ~ p. So q is well-defined. 
It is clear that q _~ p and q ~ S(A); we must prove c~(p) = ~(q) .  By 
Axiom 1, q~(p) ~ C~(q); suppose strict inequality held. By Axiom 3"~:, 
find a type r ~ q, over a set Y ~ A of power less than ~:, such that 
C~(r) = C~(q) < OR(p) = w. Without loss of generality (by Axiom 1) as- 
sume X ~ Y. As B is ~:-saturated and I YI < ~:, there is an embedding g 
of Y into B which leaves X pointwise fixed, in the definition of  g, when 
we decide whether ~O(Oo,~) q, we could, if~" ~ Y, use g(~) as b. There- 
fore, ¢p(o 0, J )  ~ r iff¢(o 0, g(~')) ~ p; in other words, g(r) c_ p. And, asg 
leaves X pointwise fixed, Po = gfPo) c_C_ g(r) for Po ~ r. By Axiom 1, on 
the one hand g(r), being between P0 and p, has rank w, while on the 
other hand 9~(g(r)) = 9~(r) < w. This contradiction proves q~(q) = ~(p).  
Harnik has pointed out that the saturation hypothesis essential in 
Theorem 1.3. There are rank functions atisfying Axioms 1,2 and 3 but 
not Axiom 4. 
In Morley's original paper [9] as well as several later works [ l, 6] 
each type is assigned a degree as well as a rank. To incorporate this situa- 
tion into our framework, one simply defines q~(p) to be the ordered 
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pair of the rank and degree of p, the ordered pairs being given the lexi- 
cographic ordering. Thus, Axiom 2 says that no type has two incom- 
patible extensions of the same rank and degree; see the "rank and de- 
gree rules" of [ 11 ]. We have eliminated the rank-degree distinction in 
order to simplify the statement of Axiom 3 and the proof of Theo. 
rena 3.6. 
Definition 1.4. T admits a rank function satisfying certain axioms if 
one can assign to each A E ~ (7") a rank function °R A on A, satisfying 
the axioms in question, having domain all of S c (A), and such that for, 
A ~ B and p ~ S(A), "~1 (P) = c~B (P). 
An equivalent definition is that there is a rank ftmction on 9.~ satis- 
fying the axioms and defi~ed on all of So_ (~D. 
All definitions of  particular rank functions in this paper, and most 
such definitions in the literature, are given simultaneously for all A in 
such a way that the computibility condition c~ A (p) = c~B (p) in Defi- 
nition !.4 obviously holds. However, in [ 1 ] a rank function is defined 
for each model separately, and the principal result is that the compati- 
bility condition holds. Whenever possible, we take advantage of the com- 
patibility condition to write simply c~ instead of °8 A . 
Theorem 1.5. I f  the ran'~ J)mction 9e satisfies 4xioms 1 and 3"1TI +, 
and if its vahtes are an initial scgment o f  the ordinals, then that seg- 
ment kas length less than (2 ~r~)+. 
Proof. The number of  distinct values ofq~ is at most 
(number of types over a set of cardinality ~< tTI) ~: 
× (number of isomorphism types of such sets) ~< 2tt~× 21r1=2 lrt. 
There are various results giving better bounds for the length of the 
range of an ordinal valued rank function [ 1,5, 16, 17], but we will not 
need an improved burred here. 
The next theorem explains how to construct a rank function when a 
similar function on fi_,rmulas (rather than types) is given. 
Definition 1~6. Afiormula rank on A ~ cK (T) is a function q~0 from a 
subset o fF l (A )  - (u 0 4= Oo) to a linearly ordered set W. 
In all the examples, W will consist of ordinals. We consider the fol- 
lowing axioms for formula ranks. 
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Axiom la. I f  ~o is obtained from ~ by replacing all names o f  elements by 
names of  their images under an isomorphism, then q~ o(~O) -- 9~o (~ ). 
Axiom 2. f f  C~o6p) is defined and ~k is any formula in F 1 (A), then at 
least one o f  ¢R o (~ ^  ~k) and ~o ~ ^ -1 ~k) is defined and strictly smaller 
than CRo (~o). 
Axiom 2*. Let q~o(~O) be defined, let C be the set of  elements o f  A 
whose names occur in ~, and let ~ and ('ff~ I k ~ to} be as in Axiom 2* 
for rank functions. Then, for some k ~ 03, ~o(~O ^ ~(v o, -~k)) is de- 
fined and strictly smaller than ~o @)" 
Theorem 1.7. Let cR o be an ordinal valued formula rank on A, and let 
cR (p) = min (c~ o (~P) I ~P ~ p } for all p ~ So__ (A ). 77~ en 9~ is a ran k fun c- 
tion on A, with domain {p ~ Sc_(A) I p n Domain (~o)  ~ 0}. cl~ sat- 
isfies Axioms 1 b and 3. For 9~ to satisfy any of  Axioms I a, 2, 2*, it is 
sufficient hat ~R o satisfy the correspomtingly numbered axiom jbr for- 
mula rank. For any ~. c~({~o}) < q~o(~p). 
The proof of Theorem 1.7, being trivial, is left to the reader. Note 
that, in the last sentence of  the theorem, (which uses convention 1.2), 
we do not exclude the possibility that ~((~p))  < 9~ 06P); indeed, this 
possibility does occur in some natural examples, as we shall see in Sec- 
tion 2. 
Theorem 1.8. I f  T admits a rank fimction ~ satisf),ing Axioms 1 and 
3*K for a regular cardinal ~, then, for any sequence ( Pa l a < ~) of  types 
satisfying pa c__ PO whenever a < (3 < ~, there exists ~ < ~ such that, if 
< a < ~, then C~(p~) = CR(pa). 
Proof. Let q = IJ,,<~ pa. By Axiom 3"~:, there is a type qo ~ q, over a 
set of cardinality less thaa v. with ~(q,~) = ~(q) .  As ~: is regular, there 
exists ~ < ~: such that qo c___ PC" Thee. fer/ j  < a < ~, 
qo C_ p~ c_ Pa C_ q, 
so, by Axiom 1, qe(p~) = q~fPa) = q~(q). 
Notice that, when ~: = to, Theorem 1 .~'~ is a sort of  well-foundedness 
statement. Even for larger g, Theorem 1.8 can sometimes be used to 
avoid assuming that ~ is ordinal-valued. 
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2. Existence of rank functions 
In this section, we first derive sorae conditions on T which are neces- 
sary in order that T admit rank functions with various properties. Then 
we investigate to what extent these conditions are also sufficient. This 
investigation leads to various weake~fings of Axiom 2, including the Ax- 
iom 2* introduced in Section 1. 
Definition 2.1. T is stable in the cardinal X (or h-stable) if, for all 
A ~ cg (T) with IAi = ;k, IS(A)t = X. T is totally tra?~scendental if T is 
to-stable. T is superstable if it is stable in all cardinals X >i 2 ~rl. T is 
stable if it is stable in some X. and ~, rstable otherwise. 
The concept of total transcendence is due to Morley [9], the other 
forms of stability defined here to Silelah [ 12]. Shelah [ 13, 1 7] has 
sho~vn lhat, if T is stable, then there are two cardinals, X(T) ~< 2 ~rl and 
~:(T) ~ *" !~" such that T is stable in exactly those cardinals X satisfying 
X ) X(I) and 3, = X <~(r) (-- N,<,~(7) xu by definition). We shall be con- 
cerned mainly with ~:(T), 'l?he function notation is a bit misleading, as 
there may be several cardinals that work for the same 7". More precisely, 
Lemma 2.2. For any cardinals a < (3, the fol lowing are equivalent. 
(a) For all infinite cardinals X, X = ~<~ i f f  k = X <~. 
(b) For all su.ty~cientO, large X, X = X <~ i f f~ = X <O. 
(c) Either ~ = 0 and 13 = 1, or 2 <~ a < ~ <~ ~, or a is singular and 
Proof. Tile proof is a straightforward exercise in cardinal arithmetic. 
The least trivial point is to deduce from (b) that ~ cannot be an infi- 
nite regular cardinal. This is done by taking X to be a strong limit cardi- 
nal of cofinality ~. 
Applying the lemma to the case of stable theories, we find that there 
is a unique infinite regular cardinal which can serve as h:(T), namely the 
largest cardinal which can so serve. We therefore complete the definition 
of  •(T) by requiting it to be infinite and regular. This cardinal is also 
characterized as the smallest of the cofinalities of  the cardinals in which 
T is stable. Notice that T is superstable if and only if ~:(T) = to. 
If T is stable in X, then clearly, for any A ~ q£ (T) with IAI ~< X, there 
exists a B ~o£ (7") with ,4 g B, IBI ~< X, and all types overA are realized 
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in B. By iterating this construction n times, we find that there are at 
most X n-types over A (i.e., ultrafdters in F n (.4)). It follows that ' 
IFn(Z)l < X. In particular, ITI < X; a theory Tcannot  be stable in 
cardinals < I TI. (This depends on our somewhat unorthodox defini- 
tion of ITt.) Hence, only countable theories can be totally transcen- 
dental. 
Theorem 2.3. (a) I f  T admits a rank function satisfying Axioms 2 and 
3*K with regular ~, then T is stable and r(T) < K, 
(b) f f  T admits a rank function satisfying Axioms 2 and 3*60, then 
T is superstable. 
(c) I f  T admits an ordinal vahwd formula rank satisfying Axiom 2 
(for formula ranks), then T is stable in all cardinals ~ iTI. Dr particular, 
if T is also countable, it is totally transcendental.. 
Proof. (a) Let A ~ ~ (T) and IAI = 3`. For each p ~ S(A), choose a com- 
plete type p' c__ p. over a set of  cardinality < K, with tile same rank asp, 
This can be done, by Axiom 3%:, and the function assigning to each p 
tile subtype p' is one-to-one by Axiom 2. Thus, IS(A)I is at most the 
number of  possible types p' over sets of  power < K. For any bt < ~:, 
there are at most 2 ITI'u types over any one set of  power ta and at most 
3, u subsets of A of power #. Therefore, for ~, ;~ 2 ~rl 
IS(A)I~ < ~ 2 ITI'v.Xu=X<'*. 
#<K 
It follows that T is stable in all cardinals 3  `satisfying 3  `~ 2 IT~ and X = ),<'~. 
Therefore, T is stable and, as ~: is regular, ~(T) < K. 
(b) This follows from (a) because K(T) ~< ¢o is equivalent to super- 
stability. 
(c) Let A ~ qC (T) and IA t = 3, ~ I TI. For each p ~ S(A), let ~ot, be a 
formula in p with q~0 6Pp ) as small as possible. By Axiom 2 for formula 
rank, the map p --, ~op is one-to-one. Therefore, 
IS(A ) 1 < IF] (A) I < I TI • X = X, 
so T is stable in all X t> i TI. 
We now turn to the problem of  constructing rank functions for stable 
theories. Let A be a set of  formulas of  L, I fB ~ qC (T), we let A(B) be 
the set of  formulas in FI (B) obtained from formulas in A by replacing 
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all variables except o 0 with names of elements of B. Following [ 12], we 
define an ordinal valued formula rank 9Z a relative to A as follows. 
Definition 2.4. For any A ~c~ (~,  any consistent ¢ ~ F 1 (A). and any 
ordinal a, q~,a (¢) > t~ iff there exist B ~ rE (73 and ~ ~ A(B) such that 
A ~ B, both ~0 ^  ~b and ¢ ^ "t~, are consistenL and ~a(so ^  ~0) >/3 and 
q~a(~p ^ "3 ~) > ~ for all/3 < e. (This is a definition by induction on a 
for all A and ~o simultaneously. One could use ~q as both A and B.) Now 
qqa 6P) is defined to be the leat a such that 9~a(~p) ~ a (and undefined 
if no such a exists). 
Utilizing tile w-homogenity of  ~ ,  we see that Q~A is a formula rank 
satisfying Axiom l a, so the associated rank function (see Theorem 1.7), 
which we also denote by q~-.x, satisfies Axioms 1 and 3. If A is the set 
of all formulas, we write c~ M instead of q~,x (M stands for Morley). 
Clearly, q~xt also satisfies Axiom 2. By Theorem 2.3(c), q~r~l (~0) is 
defined for all consistent ¢ cmly if T is stable in all powers ~ ITI. For 
countable T, we have the following cmwerse. 
Theorem 2,5 (a) (Morley [9]). I f  T is totally transcendental, then 
M (~o) is defined for all tp. lq~rthermore, if ~ is any ordinal vahwd 
formula rank satisfying Axiom 2, then c~ M (~o) <. cl~(~o) for all ~o. 
(b) (Lachlan [6], Morley [9] ). I fT  is totally transcendental then 
°Rr, satisfies Axioms 1,2, 3, and 4. 
Proof. (a) Suppose q~M (~o) is undefined. Using the definition of  cP M 
(arid the fact that ~ is .a set), we find a formula ~ such that ~o 0 = 
(~o ~ if) and ~1 = (¢ ^  -'I ~,.) have no Morley rank. Repeating the pro- 
cess which led from ~o to ¢o and ¢1, we obtain ~P0o and ¢01 from ~o 0. 
Continuing ill this manner, we find an unranked formula ~o,~, for each 
finite sequence ~of zeros and ones, such that ~0no and ~onl both imply ~o,~ 
but contradict each other. Let A be the countable set of  el~ments 
whose names appea: in some ¢,~. For each infinite sequence o of  zeros 
and ones, Po = (¢,~ t r /an initial segment of  o} is a partial type over A. 
and tile p~,'s associated to distinct o's are contradictory. By enlarging 
each p,, to a complete type over .4, we find 2 ~ < IS(A)1, contrary to 
the hypothesis that T is to~aily transcendental. 
To prove the second statement of  part (a), one uses Definition 2.4 
and the assumption that ~ satisfies Axiom 2 to prove by induction on 
a that c~ M (~o) > a implies ch~(~0) > a. 
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(b) We have already remarked that ~'RM satisfies Axioms 1,2, and 3. 
It remains to show q~ M satisfies Axiom 4. To see this, let q~' be Morley's 
original rank [9], and ie tp  a S(A) where A is a model of T. Then 
by [6], p has c~,.rank o~, de~ee 1 for some ~. Now by [ 11, Prop. 29.1 ] 
or [9, Thm. 2.3(i)], for eachB ~ ~ (7), with A c B, there is a q ~ S(B) 
such that p c q and ~R'(p) = q~'(q), 1 ~< degree (q) ~< degree ~J). So q 
has the same ~' - rank  as p and both have degree 1. So by [ 1 ], ~M (q) = 
M rio). 
Thus, c£ M is tile minimal ordinal valued formula rank ~tisfying 
Axiom 2. We also write ~M for the rank function associated to this 
formula rank by Theorem 1.7. This rank, which we call Morley rank, 
combines (as was suggested in [9] ) Morley's original rank and degree 
functions defined in [9] althou~l the exact formulation is in [ 18]. The 
details of the relationship between the present formulation and Morlcy's 
arein [1]. 
In Theorem 2.5, the hypothesis (of tile first sentence) ca:-uot be 
weakened to " I f  T is stable in all powers >~ ITI" to obtain a complete 
converse for Theorem 2.3(c), To see this, let T be a countable super- 
stable but not t,~-tally transcendental theor3,, and let A be a model of 
To f  power 2 s° .  Let L' = L(A), and let T' be the complete theo~, of 
A in L'. Then T' is stable in all powers >/IT'I = 2 s°  (because T is and 
the extra constants make no difference). But T' admits no ordinal val- 
ued formula rank satis~ing Axiom 2, for such a rank could be used to 
show that the original T is totally transcendental asin Theorem 2.3(c) 
(again the extra constants don't  matter). 
We indicated, after Theorem 1.7, that one could have q~((~0)) < '~0(~) 
when ~ is the rank function associated to the formula rank q~0- To 
see this, let T be the theory of  algebraically closed fields, let 'R0 and q~ 
be Morley rank and let ~ be o 0 • o 0 = 2 ^ ~2 = ~/2, Then ~M (~) = 1 
(take ~k to be o 0 = x/2), but any type containing ¢ must cont~fin either 
o 0 - (x /2)  = 0 or t~ 0 + x/2 :: 0 and must therefore have rank 0. Thus, 
q~M ((¢}) < 1 = q~M (¢)" Also, by considering the type over the rationals 
generated by o 0 • v 0 = 2, we see that the requirement that B ¢ T in 
Axiom 4 is essential. For tiffs type has rank 1 but all its extensions over 
sets containing x/2 have rank 0. (In Morley's original notation, all these 
types have rank 0, but the degrees are 2 and 1 respectively.) 
We now return to the rank functions ~a of definition 2.4 in the case 
where z~ is not the set of all formulas. Then we cannot expect q~z, to 
satisfy Axiom 2. However, by combining several e~x's (for different A's'~ 
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into a single rank function, we can recover Axiom 2 at the cost of weak- 
ening Axiom 3. 
Theorem 2.6. (Shelah [ 121 ). I f  T is stable, then it admits a rank func- 
tion satisfying Axioms l, 2, 3*lTt +, and 4. 
Proof. Well-order all the formulas in U, b)~ (0) in a sequence <¢,~ la < I1"1). 
For each a < ITI, let ~,~ be a finite subset of U, F;~(0) containing ¢,~, 
and let q~,~ be the rank function associated to the formula rank ~a, -  
Then define ~s(P )  to be the sequence <~,~(p)t ~< iTI). (S stands for 
Shelah.) Then 9~ s is a rank function whose range I9 is a subset of 
Ord tr~ which we linearly order texicographically. Axioms 1,2, and 
3*tTI + are clear. That all the ~ 's ,  and therefore ~.  are defined every- 
where follows as m the proof of 2.5(a). Axiom 4 follows from [ 17, The- 
orem 3.3]. 
Notice that the range W of q~, defined in the preceding proof, con- 
tains no decreasing sequences of  tength I TI ÷ , (This slightly strengthens 
tl~e conclusion of Theorem 1.8.) But it may have infinite decreasing 
sequences, ~nd we cannot avoid this by constructing an ordinal valued 
rank function. We shall see (in Theorem 4.8) that such a function is im- 
possible unless T is at least superstable. 
From Theorem 2.3(a) and 2.6 we obtain immediately 
Corollary 2.7. 1;" Y admits a rank fimction satisly#tg Axioms 2 and 3%: 
Jbr some K, the,z it also admits one satL2fying Axioms I, 2, 3"i TI + aud 4. 
We will see in Section 4 that not all superstable theories admit a rank 
function satisf5 ing Axioms 1,2, and 3*to and give special consideration 
to those (strongly superstable) that do. In the meantime we will discuss 
some weakenings of Axiom 2 which are satisfied by various rank func- 
tions for superstabte heories. This discussion is a partial answer to the 
question raised in the last paragraph of [ 17 I. Our choice of Axiom 2* 
was the weakest version of Axiom 2 that would still permit us to ob- 
tain indiscernibles in Theorem 3.7. 
Notice that the content of Axiom 2* would be unchanged if we re- 
placed the countable set {b~ I k e to} of indiscernibles by a set of any 
largex cardinality. (This follows from tm easy compactness argument.) 
In particular, we could formulate Axiom 2* in terms of • collection of 
ITI ÷ indiscernible n-tuples. If we then dropped the indiscernibility re- 
quirement, we would have a stronger axiom, which we call Axiom 2'. 
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What we have just said applies to the axioms for formula rank as well 
as those for rank functions, and Axiom 2' could have been included with 
2 and 2* in Theorem 1.7. The following is the obvious definition of a 
formula rank satisfying Axiom 2'. 
Definition 2.8 (Shelah [ 171 ). For all A E ~ (T), all consistent 
~0 E F 1 (A), and all ordinals 0~, Deg(~o) > a (Dog(C) is read "degree of 
~o") iff there exist B ~ A in c~(T), a set (b~ t e < tTI + ) of  n-tuples in 
B, a formula ~0(o 0, W) ~_F n + ~ (,4), and an integer N such that each of 
the formulas ~o ^  ~k(o 0. b '~) is consistent and has degree > ~ for all 
< a, and no N of these formulas are simultaneously satisfiable (in ~) .  
Deg(~p) is defined as the least ordinal e (if "t exists) such that 
Deg(~o) ~, t~. 
We also write Deg for the rank function associated to the formula 
rank Deg by Theorem 1.7. Using that theorem, we easily verify 
Theorem 2.9. Dog is an ordinal valued rank function satisfying Axi- 
oms 1,2' (and therefore 2*) and 3. f f  ~ is any od2er such rank func- 
tion, then, for any type p such that ~(p)  is defined, Dog(p) is also de- 
fined and Dog(p) < ~(p) .  S;,milarly, if q~o is any ordinal vahwd formula 
rank satisfying Axiom 2' and if ~o (~o) is defined, l~hen so is Dog(c), 
and Deg(~o) ~< ~0(~0). 
Theorem 2.10 (Shelah). I f  T is superstable, then Dt.g/s ahvays defined. 
and satisfies Axioms 1,2", 3 and 4. 
Proof. See Shelah [ 17, Theorems 6.5 and 6.6]. 
It is easy to see (by a compactness argument) hat, when Axiom 1 
holds, Axiom 2* is implied by any axiom that puts a bound on tke 
number of pairwise contradictory extensions o fp  that can have the 
same rank as p. If we let Axiom 2" say that no type p has more than 
22 Irl extensions of the same rank as/9. then, as in Theorems 2.5 and 
2.9, we can define an ordinal valued rank function q~ satisfying Axi- 
oms 1,2", and 3, and minimal among such raak functions. This rank 
function is used in [ 14], where it is asserted to be everywhere defined 
if and only if T is superstable. (This is used in [ 141 as the definition of 
superstability.) Shelah also shows in [ 141 that this rank satisfies Axi- 
om 4, and he has informed us that it agrees with the degree for stable 
theories. 
We summarize the relationship between these various axioms in the 
next theorem. 
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Theorem 2.i 1. (a) T admits a rank .fum.tiotz s¢:tisfving Axioms I, 2" and 
3 if and only if T is superstable. 
(b) Any rank fttnctiott satisfying either Axiom 2' or Axiom 2" also 
satisfies Axiom 2*. 
(c) I f  T adlnits a rank.httwtion satisfying Axioms 1.2", and 3 then 
T admits a rank function satL~t),ing I, 2', and 3. 
(d) There is a theoo, 7" with a milk function satL20'ing Axioms 1, 2', 
and 3 which does ~tot admit a rank fu,.wtion satisj),ing 1,2", and 3. 
Proof. (a) If T is superstable, define rank as in [ 14]. A fairly complicat- 
ed compactness argument shows each type is ranked. If T admits a rank 
function satisl~ing 2" and 3 then it is easy to see that T is stable in 
every X ;~ 22 ~I ~. 
(b) This was remarked when we introduced Axioms 2' and 2". 
(c) By (a), T is superstable and hence a rank satisfying the conclu- 
sion is guaranteed by Theorems 2.9 and 2. I0. 
(d) Let T be the theory in the proof of Theorem 4.7(b) of [ 17]. 
The referee noticed that any theory satisfying 2.1 l(d) is unstable. 
3. Rank functions and indiscernibles 
In this section we show to construct sets of  indiscernibles in models 
of  T using rank functions. We begin by recalling, from Section I, the 
definition of an indiscenfible set. 
Definition 3.1. A set of n-triples (b ~ t i ~ I} in ~ is indiscernible over a 
subset A o f~ iff, for any m ~ w, any ~0(W 1..... i~ m ) E F,nn(A), and 
any two m-tuples (i i ..... i,n ) and tJl ..... ]m) of distinct elements of I, 
Definition 3.Z A sequence of n-tuples (b~ti ~ 1) from ~,  indexed by a 
linearly ordered set (I. <), is order indiscernible over A ~_ ~,  iff, for 
any m ~ ~, any ¢(i~ -A ..... ~rn )~ Finn(A) ' and any i I < i 2 < . . .<im and 
Jl < ]2 < ""<Jm in 1, 
In the following, we usuaUy confine our attention to indiscernible 
sets (or order indiscernible sequences) of  single elements of  ~;  every- 
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:thing we do could also be done for n-tuples with n > 1 at the cost of 
complicating the notation. The well-known Ehrenfeucht-Mostowski 
theorem [2] asserts that every theory with an infinite model has a 
model containing an order indiscernible sequence of any prescribed 
order type. On the other hand, some theories, such as theories of linear 
orders, clearly cannot have indiscernible sets larger than singletons. For 
stable theories, however, indiscernible sets do exist as the following 
theorem shows. 
Theorem 3.3 (Morley, Shelah). I f  T is stable and (-~i t i ~ 13 is an infinite 
sequence order indiscernible over A, then the set (~i t i ~ I] is indiscern- 
ible over A. 
Proof. See [ 11, Theo~'em 35.1 ] and notice that the last line there con- 
tradicts not only m-stability but stability by [ 17, Theorems 2.13 and 
2.19]. 
This theorem was originally proved by Morley [9] for totally tran- 
scendental theories and later generalized by Shelah [ 17] to stable the- 
odes. Theorem 3.3 was also proved by J.-P. Ressayre [Thm. 2.9; "'Sur 
les theories du premier ordre categoriques n un cardinal", TAMS 142 
(1962) 191-505]. 
Corollary 3.4. I f  T admits a rank function satisfying Axioms 2 and 3%: 
for some ~, then the set o f  values o f  any #~finite order indiscernible 
sequence is inaiscernible. 
Proof. Theorem 2.3(a). 
Definition 3.5. Let (% 1 t~ < ~ be a sequence of elements of ~.~2 and let 
A c__ ~.  Let p~ be the type over A u {a,~.l 7 < a]- realized by %. Let 
be a rank function on a set containing ,4 u {% I a </3). Then 
(% t a < ~) is a Morley sequence over A with respect o ~ (or an ~-  
Morley sequence over A) iffp. t c__ P6 for all 7 < ~ < ~ and C~(p. t) = 
9~(p0) < ~ for all 3f </3. 
Theorem 3.6 (Morley, Shelah). Ifcl~ is a rank ~mct ion satisfying Axi- 
oms 1 and 2, and if  (% I ~ < ~ is an ~R-Morley sequence over .4, then 
~aa i ~ < ~} is an order indiscernible sequence over A. (Hence, i f  T is 
stable and [3 is infinite, {% I a < 13} is indiscernible.) 
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Proof, Let i ! < ... < i m and./l < ... <]m be any two properly ordered 
m-tuples from/3. We shall show that the tkmction 
f : ,4 u (a~, ..... aim } -, A u {aj~ ..... aim ) 
which maps each air to the corresponding a¢k and leaves A pointwise 
fixed is (well-defined and) ~m isomorphism; this clearly implies order 
indiscernibility, We proceed by induction on m. The case m = 1 fol- 
lows immediately from the fact that each a,~ realizes the same type P0 
over A, by definition of Morley sequence. Suppose m > 1. By induc- 
tion hypothesis, the restriction f ' mapping A' = A u {ai~ ..... aim-1 ) 
to A" = A u (a~ .~. a~ } is an isomorphism. Let realize the t l "  " ~q~l-- ! ~. a im _ qP 
type q' over A', and let a/m realize the type q" over A". Then P0 c 
Pim and P0 c_ q" c P/m and <R(p o) = cTdtp im) = cR(P',, ,, ) by defini- 
tion of Morley sequence. By Axiom i, ~(P0)  = CR(q ) = c~(q ) = 
9~(f'(q')). As q" and f ' (q')  are both types over A" extending P0 with 
the ~mle rank as P0, Axiom 2 says that q" = t"(q'), which means that 
f is an isomorphism. 
This proof is just a translation to our language of the proof of [ 11, 
Theorem 35.5 I. In future cases t,f this sort. we will not give such a full 
translation but only indicate the essential points. 
When we have a Morley sequence with respect o degree, which does 
not satisfy Axiom 2, Theorem 3.6 is inapplicable. Since just this situa-- 
tion arises for superstable theories (Theorem 5.1 ), .,,e prove the follow- 
ing result which generalizes Theorem 6.12(b) of [ 17]. 
Theorem 3.7 (Shelah). Let T admit a mnk Jimction ~ satisfying Axi- 
om 1,2 and 3*IT[*. Let D be another ank function on A E c~ (T) satis- 
fv#tg Axioms 1 and 2*. l f  (a~ I ~ < 7> is a D-Morley sequence in A over 
X ~ A, and if  its length 7 is ~ ITt + , then there exists/3 < ITI + such that 
{aa i ~ ~ ~ < ~l) is indiscernible over X u (a~ 1 a </3). 
Proof. Applying Theorem 1.8 to the types p,~ realized in the initial 
seqment (an Is < ITI+), we f ind~< ITI + such that(a a I/3~< a < ITI +) 
is ~-Mor iey over X u (an I ~ </3) .  To simplify the notation, let us 
remove the first/3 elements f ron the Morley sequence and put them 
into X: that is, we write X for X u (a,, I~ < ~3) and a,~ for aa+,~. Note 
that the length ,7 of  the sequence is unaffected, as t3 < I TI + ~< 3'. We 
know that ~ac, t ~ < t Tt +) is ~-Mortey and therefore order indiscernible 
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over X; we must show (because of  Theorem 3.3) that ¢a~ l t~ < 7) is 
order indiscernible over X. 
Suppose this were not the case, and let 7! be the least ordinal < 7 
such that (a~ I a ~< 7~) is not order indiscernible. Then 17"t" ~< 7~ < 7. 
By definition of order indiscernibility, there exist ~ < ... < o~n < 7~ 
and/3~ < ... </3 n < 71 and a formula ~o(o , ~) ~ Fn+ ~ (,~t~ such that 
(*) 
¢(a.~ , a,~ ..... a,~n) ^  "q ¢(%~, %~ ..... aan ), 
(We have assumed that the largest subscript is 71 in both instances of  
~o. This is legitimate because av~ and any a n with 7/< 7! realize the 
same type over X u (a~, I a < r~} by definition of  a D-Morley sequence.) 
We claim that 7! is a successor ordinal and its predecessor 6 is/3 n or 
a n . For otherwise there would exist 7/such that max {a n, ~3 n} < 7/< 7~. 
As (aa) is D-Morley, (*) implies 
~o(a n, a s ~ .. . . .  aan ) ^ -1 ~o(a n, a a ~ . . . . .  aan ), 
contrary to our choice of  71 as the least  ordinal where order indiscern- 
ibility fails. So 71 = ~ + 1. Replacing ~0 by its negation if necessary, we 
may assume I= ~0(a 6 , a I ..... an), As ~a  l a ~< 6) is order indiscernible 
(by leastness of  71 ), we have, for all ~1 < "'" < ~n < ~, t = ¢~(as, a h ...... at n ) 
and thus also, by definition of D-Morley sequence, ~ ~o(aT~, a~t .. . .  : a~n) 
for all such ~'s. This gives us a great deal of  freedom in clloosmg tile 
a's in (*); in particular, we can and do assume that all the a's are distinct 
from all the ~3's in (*). 
Let ~k(v 0, ,~. ~) ~ F2n+l (X) be tae fqrmula ~o(v 0' ~)  ^  "1 ¢(o 0, ~). So 
~b(a~., a~. ,  .i., a~ , a ,  . . . . .  aan).  Let F ^ ', k < ~,  be disjoint 2n-tuples 
. ~ l  t l  ~1  • . . . . 
of d~stmct b]ements from the set (a¢, I ~ ~< 6}, wluch is mdlscermble 
over X by Theorem 3 3 Choose F ° to be (a a a a- ~ ~,~ 
" -0  - k  ' • - -  - .  ~r~ ff(av~, c ) (but the other c s are arbitrary). Thus, le t tmgpa be the 
type over X o {ac, t o < a) realized by a s (as in Definition 3.5), we 
have P0 ~ P0 u {ff(o0, ?0))  c_ P- t t  As (a a) is a D-Morley sequence, 
Convention 1.2 implies that D(ff00 u {~(o0, 2~0)}) ,g D(Po) ' and there- 
fore, because the map sending F to F and fixing X pointwise is an 
isomorphism, Axiom 1 gives, for all k < w, D(P0 w {~b(Oo,?k)}),~D(Po). 
By Axiom 2", it must be the case that, for each integer N, some N of 
the formulas ~b(o 0, ~-k ) are simultaneously consistent with P0. By in- 
discernibility of the Ft¢ , in fact every  N of  these formulas are simulta- 
neously consistent (with Po) .  By the definition of  ~, we find that ~o 
has the independence property [ t 7. Def. 4. ! l, which contradicts the 
fact that T is stable [ 17, Thm. 4.11. 
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Theorem 3,8 ~Shelah, Harnik). Let A ~ B ~ ~'g (13. Suppose {ail i ~ I) 
is indiscernible over A and that B -A  is finite. I f  T admits a rank func- 
tion satisfying Axioms 1, 2, and 3"~:, then there is a set J c I such that 
kfl < ~: and {a i t i ~ I - J}  is indiscernible over B. 
Proof, This is essentially Theorem 35.8 of [ 11 ], and the proof given 
there translates easily to the present situation. Other proofs are in [ 17, 
Theorem 6.13] and [3, Theorem 1.3]. 
Corollary 3,9. Let A ~ B ~ °K (T), and let {a i t i ~ 1) be indiscernible 
over A. I f  T is stable, then there e:dsts J ~ I with tJi ~< IBt • ITt such 
that {ait i ~ 1-,1} ~'s indiscernible over B. 
ProoL Apply Theo~'em 3.8 IBi times, using the rank function from The- 
orem 2.6. 
The existence of Morley sequences, and therefore of indiscernibles, 
in certain models of stable theories is guaranteed by Theorem 4.14. 
4, Strongly superstable theories 
In this section we discuss uperstable theories which admit rank func- 
tions that satisfy Axioms 2 and 3*w. We first consider possible improve- 
ments of Theorem 2.6 replacing Axiom 3*ITI + by Axiom 3*x(T). We 
then show theft strolagly superstable theories form a class properly be- 
tween totally transcendental and superstable theories. After consider- 
ing in detail the possible r,~nk functions on a strongly superstable the- 
ory we prove some more general results about strongly superstable the- 
ories. We will see in two t~f these results as well as in Theorem 5.1 that 
strong superstability allows us to carry out arguments which otherwise 
require total transcendency. 
Definition 4.1. T is we:l-ranked iff it (is stable and) admits a rank func- 
tion satisfying Axioms 1, 2~ and 3*~:(T). A superstable well-ranked the- 
ory is called strongly superstable. 
By Theorem 2.5(b) a tot~.llj transcendental heory is strongly super- 
stable and by definition a st~ngly superstable theory is superstable. 
We show by example that neither of these implications i reversible ven 
for countable theories. 
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Example 4.2. Let L consist of  an infinite set of  unary relation symbols 
U n (n E co), and let T assert hat each formula o f  the form 
(v o) ^ ... A U,,r(v o) ^ n U,, ,  to o) A ... ^ n U,n, (Vo). 
with all the n's anti m's distinct, is satisfied infinitely often (the trs are 
independent). This theory is strongly superstable, for we can assign to 
each complete type p over ,4 ~ N (T) rank zero i fp contains the formu- 
la o 0 = a for some a ~ A and rank one otherwise. Axioms I, 2, 3*co 
(and 4) clearly hold. But T is not totally transcendental for 1S(O)t = 2 '~°. 
Example 4.3. Let L consist of  binar~ relations R n (n ~ co), and let T 
say that each R n is an equivalence r lation, that all elements are equiv- 
alent under R 0, and that each R n equivalence class is the union of  ex- 
actly two Rn+ 1 equivalence classes for each n ~ co. it is easy to see that 
T is superstable. To see that it is not strongly superstable, consider any 
rank function admitted by T satisfying Axiom 2. Let P0 be the unique 
type over 0 (generated by o 0 = o 0). Choose any a o ~ ~.t!!. Each of  the 
formulas "-IR l (o 0, a 0 ) and R j (o o. a o ) A "q R , (o o. a o ) generates a com- 
plete type ow~r (a o } and one of  these types, call it p I, has lower rank than 
P0 by Axiom 2. Choose a I ~ ~ realizingpl and let P2 be the type gen- 
erated by 
Or 
P lu  (R2(o o, a ! ) ^ "-1 R3(v o, a I )) 
Pl t3 (R3(oo,  a l )  ^ -qR4( t ,o ,a t  ) ) . 
whichever has lower rank than Pl (one of  them does, by Axiom 2). Con- 
tinuing in this manner, we find that the rank function cannot be ordinal 
valued, so, by Corollary 4.10 below, T is not strongly superstable. 
It is interesting to note tlmt if we modify Example ,1.3 by taking the 
relations Rn to be independent r~ther than nested, so that elements of  
different R n classes may be R,,+l equivalent, he resulting theory is 
strongly superstable. The proof is essentially the same as for Example 
4.2. 
In light of  Theorem 2.3(a) the requirement in the definition of  well- 
ranked that ~ satisfy 3"1¢(T) is the strongest that could reasonably be 
made. From Theorem 2.6 and the fact that superstability means to(T) = 
¢,J we obtain 
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Theorem 4.4. Any stable theory with ~:(T) = I TI + is well-ranked. A 
countable stable theory is well-ranked or superstable. 
The countability in the second statemcnl is essential, for we have 
the following example of  a theory T with 17"1 = ~ I whcih is stable with 
~¢(T) = ~ ! and whicl~ does not admit a rank timction satisfying Axi- 
oms 1,2, and 3*b~ 1 . 
Example 4.5. We first construct a superstable theory T 1 of power t¢l 
which admits no ra~lk function satisfyir g Axioms 1,2, and 3*S 1. The 
language L l of  T l consists of  ~ 1 binary relation symbols E~. The axi- 
oms of  T 1 say that all the E~'s have the same range, that they have 
disjoint domains, that each of these domains cc.,nsists of  exactly two 
points, that every poir t in the range of Ea is E~-related to exactly one 
of the two points in the domain of E a, and that these splittings of  the 
common range of the Eel's are independent in the sense that, if a t ..... ~,z 
are distinct and x t ..... x. t are in the domains of 1:7~ ..... E¢, respective- 
' I " H 
ly, then there is a 3, such that E,~i(x i, y ) fo r  i = 1 ..... n. It is fairly easy 
to see that T l is superstab~e. Suppose T admits a rank function ~ satis- 
fying Axioms I, 2, and 3"~ t- Let us write a,~, b,~ for the two elements 
of  the domain of E,~, and let A = {a,~ I a < S 1 }, B = {b~ I ~ < b~ 1 }. 
Let p be the type over A t3 B generated by {E,~(a~, v0)l a < S 1 }, and 
let P0 be a subtype, over a countable subset ofA b B, with q~(P0) = 
C~(p). Let/3 be such that neither aa nor b a is in this countable set, and 
let p' be the type over A t3 B generated by 
Since the map of A t3 B into itself which interchange.s a~ and ba and 
leaves everything else fixed is clearly an iosmorphism, Axiom 1 im- 
plies 9~(p) = cR(p'). Together with the equation oR(/;, 0 ) = ~(p)  and 
the fact that bott~ p and p' extend P0, this contradicts Axiom 2. Thus, 
T t has the properties claimed for it. 
Let T 2 be your favorite countable stable but not superstable theory 
(for example the one in [ 17, Thm. 3.9(B) 4]) in a language containing 
none of  the symbols E,~ (o~ < S t ). Finally, let L be the union of  the 
languages of T l and T 2 plus a new unary relation symbol U, and let T 
say that the objects satisfying U form a model of  T 1 and the rest form 
a model of  T 2 (and, for completeness, that none of the relation symbols 
in L holds when some of  its arguments satisfy U and others do not). 
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Then T has power ~ l, it is stable (because both T t and T, are) but 
not superstab!e (because T2 is not). We have ~:(Tl ) = t.o (because Tl is 
superstable) and ~:(T2) = ~t (because T2 is countable and not super- 
stable), from which it easily follows that x(T) = ~ t. If T admitted a
rank function satisfying Axioms 1,2, and 3"~ t, then, by restricting 
the rank function to types containing U(v o) over subsets of  U~, we 
would have a similar rank function for T~, which we know to be impos- 
sible. Thus, T is neither superstable nor well-ranked. 
We now give the obvious d2finition of  a rank function satisfying 
Axioms 1, 2, and 3"~. The case K = ¢o has independently been used by 
Shelah (unpublished). 
Definition 4.6. For any A ~ ct.(T) with IAI < ~:, any p ~ S(A), and any 
ordinal a, °R,c (p) > a iff there exist B ~ ~ (T), with tBl < ~: and A ~ B, 
and extensions qi, q2 o fp  in S(B) such that, for all/~ < t~, ~ (q l )>~ 
and cRK(q2)>/L cRK (p) is the least t~ such that cR~ (p)~ a (undefined 
if no such a exists). Finally, i fp  is a complete type over a set of  power 
at least r, define c~ (t9) to be the minimum 9~ (q) for types q C p 
over sets of power < ~: (undefined iff o~ (q) is undefined for all such 
q). 
Theorem 4.7. c~ satisfies Axioms 1, 2, and 3"~:. I f  g~ is aro' ordinal- 
vahwd rank function satisfying these axioms, then 9~,~ (p) ,<< c~(p) for 
ali p (and if ~K(P) is underlined, so is ~(p)). 
Proof. Immediate. 
The second statement in Theorem 4.7 and, indeed, the definition of 
9~ are really interesting only for ~: = co. as the following theorem shows. 
Theorem 4.8. I f  T admits at: ordinal vahwd rank function ~ satisfying 
Axiom 2, then ~o (P) is defined for all p. ht particular, T is s~rongly 
superstable. 
Proof. It clearly suffices to show that all types over finite sets are ranked 
by 9~ to (see the last sentence of Definition 4.6). Suppose p were an un- 
ranked type over a finite set. By definition of  q~,~ (and the fact that ~.~ 
is a set), there are distinct unranked types, q0 and q l ,  over a finite set, 
which extend p. At least one of  these has lower rank than p with 
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respect o c~ (for T admits c~ and c~ satisfies Axiom 2). Let p 1 be 
such a q. Repeating the procedure, we find a sequence of unranked 
types p ~ P l ~ P2 c__ ... with ~(p,, ) > ~(p:~ ,t)- This contradicts the 
assumption that '~ is ordinal valued, t3 
Theorem 4.9. I f  T admits a rank function c~, satisj),ing Axioms 1,2, 
and 3*w, then '~w (P) is defined for all p, 
Proof, If the conclusion is false, the proof of Theorem 4.8 yields a 
sequence P0 ~ Pl c_ P2 c ... of types (over finite sets) with strictly 
decreasing ~(Pn )" Let q = OnF n . Then, by Axiom 3"~, there is a fi- 
nitely.based q0 c_ q with C~(q0) = ~(q). But then, for large enough t:, 
qo ~ P,," From q0 -c p,, c-.~.t n+~ ~ -qC and ~o,z" ) > 9~(j~,,+1 ), we obta~in, 
by Axiom 1, 
"~(qo ) > <~(l:,, ) > ~(p,,+ ~ ) ~ m(q), 
a contradiction. 
From Theorems 2.3(b), 4.8, and 4.9, we obtain immediately 
Corollary 4. i 0. The folio win,~ are equivalen t.
(a) T admits a rank function satisfying Axioms 1,2, and 3*w. 
(b) T admits an ordinal valued rank function satisfying Axiom 2. 
(c) T admits an ordinal va!ued rank functic,z satisfying Axioms 1,2, 
and 3*w. 
(d) 9~,~ is e~,crvwhere d fined 
(e) T is strongly super~table. ~" 
Lachlan [81 and Shelah [151 have shown that a superstable S0-cate- 
gorical theory n~ust be totally transcendental. We show in the next the- 
orem that if we strengthen the one hypothesis to strongly superstable 
we can weaken the ether from each F n (0) finite (So-categoricity) to
each Ft, (0) has a countable Stone Space S n (0) (the existence of a count- 
able saturated model [ 19]). 
Theorem 4.11. Let  "f be t countable strongly superstable theory. I f  each 
Sn(T) is countable, then T is totally transcendental. 
Proof. The hypothesis implies that there are only countably many types 
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over any finite A ~ OK(T). Let B be any countable model of T. We shall 
show that S(B) is countable (which completes the proof) by mapping 
it one-to-one into the (clearly countable) set of types over finite sub- 
sets of B. To do this, we use the ordinal valued rank function c~to of 
Definition 4.6, which satisfies Axioms 1,2, and 3*w and is everywhere 
defined as T is strongly superstable. We map each p E S(B) to an (arbi- 
trarily chosen) type q ~ p, over a finite set, ha~ ing the same rank as p: 
this is possible by Axiom 3"co. Now in S(B) every extension of q, ex- 
cept p, has lower rank than p. So p is characterized asthe type over B 
extending q of highest rank, and our mapping is therefore one-to-one. 
We obtain an alternative proof that the theory of Example 4.3 is not 
strongly superstable by noting that it has a countable universal model. 
This also shows that strong superstability, not just superstability, is need- 
ed in Theorem 4.11. 
Co:~'ollary 4.12. Ira countable strongly superstabh, theoo~ T has an ~o" 
s~turated or universal model o f  power less than 2 ~o, then T is totally tran- 
scendental. 
Corollary 4.13. I f  T is a countable strongly superstable but not ~ l -cate- 
gorical theory, then in power ,~  there are at least min (1~ + 11,2 '~' ) non- 
isomorphic models o f  T. 
Proof. If T has a countable universal model, then it is totally transcen- 
dental and has la + 11 nonisomorphic models in ~ by [ 13,101. If not, 
the result follows from [4] (see also [ 17, GI ] ). 
Theorem 4.14. Let A c.C_ B E 9£ (T) with IAt = ~,, tBt = ~+. and suppose T 
is stable in ~ I f  T is strongly superstabie or t Tt < ;~, then B has a sub- 
set o f  cardinality ~+ indiscernible o vet A. 
Proof. This result was proved in the totally transcendental c se by Mor- 
ley [9]. That proof depends only on stability plus the existence of an 
ordinal valued rank function satisfying Axioms 1 and 2. By Corollary 
4.10, these assumptions are equivalent to strong superstability. The 
proof using the alternative hypothesis t TI < ;~ in addition to stability 
is more complicated and is given in [ i 2, Theorem 3.11. 
By a yet harder proof [ 13, Thrn. 3.1 ], stability a!one suffices in The- 
orem 4.14. 
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We have been unabie to settle the question of whether the full 
strength of Axiom 4 hc, lds forC~ (Definition 4.6) when it is admitted 
by T. This fact, togeth~r with Theorem 1.3 (which asserts that if a rank 
flmction satisfies Axio.a:s 1,2. and 3%: it satisfies Axiom 4 for ~:-saturat- 
ed models) suggests the: study o," ~ 0-saturated models of theories which 
admit rank ftmctions atisfying 3"~0. 
The notion of ~-prime mo4el is due independently to Shelah. Res- 
sayre mad Rowbottom. We will show how to construct ~ 0-Prime models 
for a strongly superst~:ble theory and give an application of their ex- 
istence. For more inik~rmati~n o  generalizations of the notion of prime 
model see [ 13, 1 7]. 
Definition 4. i 5(i). If X ~ c£ ( T),, then A is X-prime over X if A is X-sat-. 
urated and every elementary embedding of X into a X-saturated model 
B of 7' can be extended to ~n elementary embedding of A into B. 
(ii) If p is an n-type over X, then p is X-isolated if there is a set Y ~ X 
with i YI < X and P0 an n-type over Y such that p is the unique exten- 
sion of P0 to a type over X. 
(iii) A is X-atomic over ~" if for every n-tuple ~ in A, the n-type 
realized over X is ~-]solated. 
Note that ~ prime here is called (X. 1) prime in [ 17]. 
Theorem 4.16. I f  T is a strongly szq~erstable theory and X ~ c~ (T) then 
there exists a mode/A o f  T which is So-Pri~ne and ~o-atomic over X. 
Proof, We construct A by induction. Let A o = X and suppose we have 
constructed A, .  Let (q~ >~ <,~ enumerate all complete types over finite 
subsets of A n, We will choose (a~>~<a to realize q~. Let A°n = A n u {a t I 
< p}. To choose ap find q'o E S(A~) such that ~,o (q~) is least among 
all types over AOn xvhich extend qo and let a~ realize q'o" Let An+ z = Uo<~A° n 
and let A = U,,< ~A,~. 
Clearly, A is ~ 0-saturated. To see A is ~ 0"Prime we suppose A = 
X u {a,~l a < IAt} and construct an elementary embedding from A into 
any So-saturated B conlaining X. Thus. suppose (A, X. a~,)a.<a =
(B.f(X),f(a~))~<~ Let P,a be the type ofaa over Xu  {a~r 17 < ~3}. By 
axiom 3*to there exists p~ ~ #a withq~,~ (p~) =~,o (Pa) and p~ is a type 
over a finite set. Choose f(a~) to realize f(P'o)" Then applying Axiom 2, 
(.4, X, a~).l < a = (A..f(X), f(a.y )).~ ~ ~. We also verity that A is ~o-atomic 
over X by induction. Suppose we have shown that for each n, the 
n-type over X of any n-tuple from At °, = A,, u {a~l~ < 0} is ~0-isolat- 
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ed and let b I ..... b k be a k-tuple from A~ u {ap} realizing the typer  
over X. Without loss of generality, we may assume bk = a~. Let q~ be 
the type ofap overA m and q^ c_. q~ a type over a fimte subset Y of  
A~ whose only extension to ~ type over is A p is q We may assume m P" 
b o ..... bk_ 1 enumerate Y (as both Y and b 0 , .... bk_ I can be enlarged 
at will.) Let q be the type of the members of Y-X  over X and let q0 
be the type over a fi~ite subset of X w .ch isolates q. (The induction 
hypothesis guarantees the existence of q0.) The desired r o which iso- 
lates r is r 0 = q0 o qp, wher~ q:  is obtained from qp by replacing the 
names of elements from Y-X  with variables. 
Theorem 4.17. Let T be a countable strongly superstable theoo'. Let 
A be an ~o-saturated model o f  T which omits a type p over a countable 
set X C_A. Either IAI = 2 ~°, or IAI = ~o or Thasarbitrarily large t~ o- 
saturated models which omit p. 
Proof. If ~0 < IAI < 2 s°, T is totalty transcendental by Corollary 4.12 
and the result follows from [ 11, 37.1 and 37.21. 
If IAI > 2 so , by applying (the easy part of) Theorem 4.14 to a sub- 
set ofA ofcardin~ity 2 s° containing ]t; we can obtain an infinite sub- 
set I of A indiscernible over this set and therefore over X. By the com- 
pactness theorem, we can find arbitrarily large sets J indiscernible over 
X and containing/, Applying Theorem 4.16, choose B to be S o'prime 
over X u J. Since B is ~0-atomic overX u J, i fp is realized in B by 
b there exists a finite subset Y of X u j and a type q0 over Y whose 
only extension to a type over X u J is q, the type realized by b. Let 
qb be the type obtained by replacing those members of  Y not in I by 
distinct elements of  I. Since I is an infinite subset of the set J of indis- 
cernibles over X, q~ has a unique extension to a type over I u X which 
includes p. Since A is ~ 0"saturated q~ and thus p is realized in A. This 
contradiction shows B must omit p and proves the theorem. 
The case where IAI = ~0 occurs for instance if T is any ~ l -categori- 
cal theory, A is the countable saturated model of  T and p asserts o0 is 
not any of the elements of  A. The case where tat = 2 s° is somewhat 
more complicated. 
Example 4.16. Let ~ have universe to 2 and let L contain unary relation 
symbols U i, U2,,.. and a quaternary relation symbol R. Suppose U i 
holds of r ~ ~' 2 just if ¢(i) -- 1~ Suppose further that ~1~ R(r l, o l, r 2, o 2) 
just if o I = ¢1 + r2 + 02 mod 2. Then Th(~) is the required theory 7". 
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The strong superstability of T follows as in Example 4.2. For the re- 
mainder notice that each type (over the empty set) in T is realized in 
an ~ 0-saturated model and all the non-principal types are realized the 
.same number of  times. If h: > 2 s° , that number is h:. Choosing a B with 
IBI = 2 ~° and each member o fS  I (0) realized ~0 times, we choose p to 
assert hat o 0 realizes a particular l-type q c S l (0) but o 0 ~ b for each 
b E B realizing q. 
Theorem 4,17 and Example 4.18 show that the Hanf number for 
omitt ing a countable type in an S. 0"~turated• model c f  a countable 
strongly superstable theory is (2 s° )+. Theorem 4.17 applies also (with 
the ~me proof) to uncountable strongly superstable theories if we re- 
quire IAI > -,~rl 
5. Building satt~rated modds 
Shetah has announced [ 17, B2] that a theory stable in ?~ has a saturat- 
ed model of  cardinality ~,, (The case ITI < ?~ is due to Harnik.) Here, we 
shall use the machinery of rank functions to prove a number of  cases of  
this theorem. We do not prove the result for the following cases: 
(i) T is superstable and ~ = I TI is singular, 
0i) Tis stable and ¢o < t~(T) -<< cf(3,) < IT1 + and it is impossible to 
define a rank function for T which satisfies Axioms 1,2, and 3*cf(X). 
Theorem S. 1. If  T is stable in ~, then any one of  the following four 
conditions is sufficient f~Jr T to have a saturated model o f  cardinality 
X. 
(a) ~ is regular. 
(b) T is well-ranked. 
(c) T i,~ superstable and X > I Tt. 
(d) T is countable. 
Ptoofl By Theorem 4.4, condit ion (d) implies (a) or (b) or (c), so we 
can ignore (d). 
If  p is a regular cardi,~al ~< ~,, then any model of T of power ~< ~, has 
a p-saturated elementary ex,ension of power ~< ;L To obtain the exten- 
sion, one simply iterates p times the process of  adjoining an element o 
realize each type over a set of  power < p. (See [ 11, Thin. 16.5] ). The 
~.-stability of T guarantees that the model we construct has power ~< ~,. 
If ~, is regulaL we can take p = ~, and thus obtain the theorem in case (a). 
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Turning to case (b), we assume that T admits a rank function '~' ~t-  
isfying Axioms 1, 2, and 3*to where h: = to(T). Having already done =ase 
(a), we may assume that ;k is singular of  cofinality 6, say X = 
sup{Xa I a < 5 }, where <;ka) is a strictly increasing sequence of  regular 
(e.g. successor) cardinals. By the preceding paragraph, we can construct 
an elementa~ .hain (Aal a < 6> of models o f  T of power < ~, such that 
A,, is ?~-saturated. We intend to show that A = U~< ~ .4,~ is ~-saturated. 
Before embarking on this proof, we observe that 5 ~ ~:, for T is stable 
in ~ so k<,c = ;k < ;k 6 (by definition of  ~ = ~:(T) and K6nig's theorem). 
Therefore, c~ satisfies Axiom 3"5. 
Letp  be a type over a subset X of A with iXI =/a < ;k: we must show 
that p is realized in A. By deleting an initial segment of  the sequence 
(~) ,  we may and do assume/a < ;~0, so that each A~ is/~*-saturated. 
(We would be finished if X were included in some A~, e.g. if/.t < 6.) 
Let q be any type overA extending p, and, by Axiom 3*6, let q0 ~ q 
be a type, over Y ~ A with I YI < 6, such that C~(q0) = Oq(q). As 
IYI < ~, there exists a < ~ such that Y ~ A,~. Define a sequence 
(a~ I/i < #÷) of  elements o f  Aa as follows. After a n has been defined for 
all '1 <//,  choose a t to realize the type q n F l (Y u (a n I r /< ~ )) over 
Y u (a n I r /< ~). Such an a~ exists because/~ </a + and A,~ is/a÷-saturat - 
ed. Notice that, since q0 ~ q n F l (Y u (a n I r /< ~}) has the same rank 
as q, < a t I ~ < ~÷ > is CS-Morley. 
Observe that, as the union of  a chain of  length 6 of 6-saturated mod- 
els, A is 5-saturated (for 5 is regtflar). By Theorem 1.3, there is a type 
r ~ q over the universal domain ~ with ~( r )  = ~?(q). We continue our 
Morley sequence for/a + < ~ </a ÷ • 2 by defining at to be an element o f  
~rtrealizing r n F i (A u (a n t r /< ~}), (In particular, a t realizes q. ) Then 
dearly (a~ I ~ </a + • 2> is an ~-Morley sequence over Y. so. by Theo- 
rem 3.6, (a~ I/~ </a ÷ • 2>} is indiscernible over Y. By removi~ag at most 
IXI • 5 elements from this set, we obtain a set indiscernible over Yu  X, 
according to Corollary 3.9. We remarked above that the proof is trivial 
i f¢  = IXl < 6, so we may assume IXt " 6 =/a. Thus, in the remaining set 
of indiscernibles over Y u X, there are some a~'~; with ~ </a ÷ mad some 
with ~j 1> V÷. By construction the latter ealize q and, a/br t io r i ,  realize 
p. By indiscernibility, the former ealize p too. But they are in A ,  ~ A. 
so p is realized in A, as required. 
In case (c), when T is superstable, we proceed as in case (b) using the 
degree (Definition 2.8) in place of  ~ .  Since Deg satisfies Axioms 1,2*, 
3 and 4, there is no difficulty constructing the Morley seqt e,~ce 
(a~ I/ /</a + • 2). Furthermore, as X > t TI. we may assume V ~ t Tt, so our 
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Deg-Morley sequence has length at least ITI ÷ • 2. Since Deg does not 
satisfy Axiom 2, this sequence need not to be indiscernible, but, by 
Theorem 3.7, we can obtain an indiscernible sequence (over Y) by de- 
leting an initial segment of  length < t Tt + :here we use Theorem 2.6 to 
get the ~ required in Theorem 3.7. The rest of the proof proceeds as 
in case (b). 
We include the following amusing, though irrelevant, equivalent form 
of tile cotlt inuum Iwpothesis. 
Theorem 5~2. 2 s° = ~ l i f  and only if there is a countable theory T 
which has saturated models or'all inJqnite cardimTlities but is ~ot total- 
iy tral~scemh,ntat, 
Proof. If the cont inuum hypothesis i true, then the theory T of Ex- 
ample 4.3 has tl'~e required properties. Since it is superstable, it has 
saturated models of  all powers ;~ S l by Theorem 5.1, and, as remarked 
above, S o (0) is countable for all n, so there is also a countable saturat- 
ed model, For the converse, we note first that, for any countable set 
A, S(A), being a separable Stone space, must be countable or the power 
of the continuum. The existence of a saturated model cf  power 
t clearly implies iS(A)I ~< b~ I" If the cont inuum hypothesis i false, 
we therefore have S(A) countable, so the theory is totally transcenden- 
tal. 
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